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6

again checking
its expiry date . . .
unused passport

Marietta McGregor

packing . . .
the cat curled tightly
in my suitcase

Vanessa Proctor

my granddaughter thinks
a three-legged fluffy dog
would suit my journey

Gail Hennessy

departure lounge
man with selfie stick tries
every angle

Duncan Richardson
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atlantic ocean
the world rotates
beneath us

Gregory Piko

long haul . . .
cloudwatching
from the window seat

Vanessa Proctor

 

city lights     
whether to buy kerouac
or Snyder

Gregory Piko

waking the dead
my fingers brush
the walls of Troy

Marilyn Humbert



8

goat-bell sonata
a jingling scale, up then down
the clef of Mount Athos

Maria Vouis

tulip fields
back home the liquid ambers
are turning red

Vanessa Proctor

mountain temple
namaste
and the smell of incense

Elizabeth Nicholls

midnight gamelan
the young musician
hides a yawn

Elizabeth Nicholls
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snow covered peaks
prayer flag blessings
carried on the wind

Elizabeth Nicholls

holy mountain . . .
on the cusp of dawn
lingering doubts

Samantha Sirimanne Hyde

Kuta beach—
our honeymoon haunted
by a dorsal fin

Lorin Ford

bullet train
flashes of Japan
between tunnels

Pauline O’Carolan



10

city where i know
nobody
—familiar faces

Duncan Richardson

family reunion 
my slow descent home
through cloud

Ron C. Moss

 

ferry crossing
a mist softly shrouds
everything us

M Faz 

nonna’s veranda
coastline stretching all the way
to mythology

M Faz 
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above the statue of David naked blue sky

M Faz 

summer heat
backpackers chill
within hostel walls

Rohan Buettel

the colours
of sunset at Uluru . . .
snap of cameras

Dawn Bruce

trackless sand
desert wind erases
a mulga’s path

Jahan Tyson 
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scattering sunset
a wedge
of black swans

Gavin Austin   

wild geese circle   
a setting sun
her last quilt

Maurice Nevile

chill morning . . .
what to send with her
into the earth

Jo McInerney

arriving
with the snow
a letter from home

Rob Scott



13

dew on the porch
amazon box
let the pages fall

Alex McKeown

mortality . . .
after our last visit
my deepest regrets

Barbara Taylor

 

from her birth to her death
all the burst bubbles

Maureen Sexton

at the crossroads
arrows go left, go right
to the same place

Barbara Taylor



14

under the branches
of my make-do path
a signpost

Alex McKeown

swirling mist—
we follow the trail
of hoof prints

Lysa Collins

uncertainties
on the road ahead
shadows flicker

Bill Wootton

my mother asks
if I am her sister . . .
entry to the maze

Maureen Sexton
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lost
behind my mother’s smile—
the paths we used to travel

Lysa Collins

mother’s arms
the gentle sway
of the train carriage

Stella Damarjati

favourite songs
words journey unforgotten
along lifetimes

Beverley George

Uke refugees
fruit picking in Bendigo
hum sad songs

Myron Lysenko
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school bus
a flock of cockatoos
overhead

Nathalie Buckland

Queensland cousins
how we wished we too
could go around barefoot

Ingrid Baluchi
 

coastal taipan . . .
I backtrack along a road
best not taken

Lorin Ford

wind-blown palm fronds
beneath a darkening sky
the smell of rain

Maire Glacken
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all-day rain poring over my father’s old travel diaries

Mark Miller

atlas bookmark—
a ten-pound Pom’s
P&O luncheon voucher

Ingrid Baluchi

ridge top
the rain I walked with
has moved on

Lorraine Haig   

long drive home
a rainbow beats us
to the next bend

Marietta McGregor
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late afternoon
gazanias turn westward
to a setting sun

Beverley George

dark forest
going deeper
into myself

Judith E.P. Johnson

curled up
in a kingfisher’s peep
the river’s weave

Nathan Sidney

seat by the river
a path buried in leaves
wanders on

Lorraine Haig
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fallen leaves—
the path I was on
almost gone

Rob Scott

contrail dreaming . . .
from somewhere
to somewhere

Glenys Ferguson
 

Woodend to Ukraine
by day and night . . .
online news

Myron Lysenko

meandering stream—
this longing to go
where I want to go

Mark Miller



20

waning crescent—
my wedding band mark 
almost gone   

Rob Scott

late winter . . .
a memory of tulips
slowly surfaces 

Sandra Simpson

red maple
through hospice glass
she counts each leaf-fall

Gavin Austin

ceremonial walk
you are here wrapped                                 
in nature’s heart

Rose van Son
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red cross centenary
amongst lacework
myriad of poppies 
 
Rose van Son

beyond this hill
another town’s faint glow . . .
birdsong

Kent Robinson

driving at dusk
I get ready to brake
for kangaroos

Keitha Keyes

mountain ash forest
a wilting bunch of jonquils
tied to a road sign

Louise Hopewell
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turning off the freeway
nearing home
white ibis

Earl Livings

autumn sky
another flock
heading north

Quendryth Young

 
an old friend
comes calling 
petal breeze . . .

Rob Scott

a blizzard of petals—
we all laugh
in the same language

Sandra Simpson



23

dry spell 
travelling stock forage 
the long paddock 
 
Kent Robinson

one way
car conversation
from father

Mira Walker   

road trip
turning up the volume
on Cattle and Cane

Leanne Mumford

Wollondilly River—
a passing lorry driver
shouts out Sharks!

Ingrid Baluchi
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our roadside camp
in ringing forest
Henry Kendall country

Lynette Arden

tea tree swamp
weary walkers pause
to boil their billy

Louise Hopewell

summer byway—
i roll down the window
and become dog

Sandra Simpson

stubble fields . . .
the long highway
to his wake

Earl Livings



25

hunting orchids
we set off the bells
of quaking grass

Nathan Sidney
 

snow daisy trail
forgiving you for not
forgiving me

Mira Walker

white Christmas—
I yearn to be back home
swatting flies

Keitha Keyes

goldfield cemetery—
my ancestors in the section
with no headstone

Sandra Simpson



26

telegraph poles
vanish
into a mirage

Barry Sanbrook

deep night
the lonely whistle
of the Ghan

Lorraine Haig

red earth
of our inland journey . . .
deep imprint

Dawn Bruce
 

narrow road
along the coast
spindrift

Jo McInerney
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walking meditation
going where my mind
takes me

Mark Miller

thoughts faraway
a wave gently nudges
my stroll by the sea

Jan Dobb   

following
my breath—
clear skies

Leanne Jaeger

labyrinth . . .
finding the centre
within myself

Lyn Reeves



28

clarity
inside the breaking wave . . .
a drop of water

Carole Harrison   

 

Sydney shore
a smooth pebble finds its way
to my home

Mona Iordan

summer days
the sting in the end
of seaside stories

Jenny Macaulay  

the thrum of a tugboat through sea and sky

Ron C. Moss



29

forty miles out 
the dark depths 
of sea and sky

Simon Hanson

homing shearwaters—
the evening sky grows dark
with wings

Lyn Reeves

whale song—
the distances
that call us

Lorin Ford

 

destination—
a polished stone
rests in my palm

John Low 



30

the late light
sails an ebb-tide sea

Jan Dobb   

visiting mum
at the hospital—
all the other mums 

Rob Scott

mum’s eightieth
she smiles . . . but her eyes
are light years away

Tom Staudt

suburban reserve
here I first met Issa
watched the ants wander

Alex McKeown
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we must stop
on every newsworthy tree
my dog and me

Tom Staudt

tree to tree
a spider spins
its tightrope

Quendryth Young    

after surgery
bungy jumping
off my bucket list

Samantha Sirimanne Hyde

out of hospital—
my first steps
into sunshine

Nathalie Buckland
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new running shoes
tiptoe
over the mud

Kaelin Stemmler

charity walk—
under the bridge
Yarra’s quiet run

Madhuri Pillai

still waters
a cyclist hard-pedals
his reflection

Jan Dobb

work day—
a cyclist chooses
the scenic route

Glenys Ferguson
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downtown 
a line of Harleys 
wrapped in neon

Simon Hanson

holiday treat . . .
grandson and I ride
Westfield escalators

Marilyn Humbert

finding my inner child
the colours I’d forgotten

Maureen Sexton

brink of sleep
the tether
of your touch

Gavin Austin



34

this heart
around the sun
again

Gregory Piko

Clear Creek Trail
Nootka rose hips
shiny with rain

Leanne Mumford

solitary walk?
from the creek bed
ribbit, ribbit

Lynette Arden

alone now
retreading
old paths

Carol Reynolds
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this heart
around the sun
again

Gregory Piko

Clear Creek Trail
Nootka rose hips
shiny with rain

Leanne Mumford

solitary walk?
from the creek bed
ribbit, ribbit

Lynette Arden

alone now
retreading
old paths

Carol Reynolds

evening stroll
only the moon
comes with me

Quendryth Young

sewing new buttons
onto an old shirt—
places we’ve been

Leanne Mumford

arc of the rugby ball spinning end to end late arvo sky

Owen Bullock

night scents . . .
the dog
comes in from the yard

Jo McInerney
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comet gazing
an owl wingspans
the Milky Way

Carole Harrison

tarrying long enough
to soothe me . . .
moon on my window 

Madhuri Pillai

mountain moon
a wombat ambles on
through darkness

Ron C. Moss

three paths to the summit
I take the middle way

Leanne Jaeger
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comet gazing
an owl wingspans
the Milky Way

Carole Harrison

tarrying long enough
to soothe me . . .
moon on my window 

Madhuri Pillai

mountain moon
a wombat ambles on
through darkness

Ron C. Moss

three paths to the summit
I take the middle way

Leanne Jaeger

mountain view
breathtaking
the steep climb

Judith E. P. Johnson

torrential rain
the mountain treks
into the sea

Quendryth Young

record flood
navigating the town
along new rivers

Lorraine Haig

homecoming—
eucalypt and dust
perfume the air

Meg Arnot



38

the feel of the key
in the lock
home

Maurice Nevile





the feel of the key
in the lock
home

Maurice Nevile
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